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Correspondence for DRB meeting of Nov 4h

Alicia Giudice <Alicia.Giudice@cityofsanrafael.org>
Tue 11/3/2020 4:42 PM
To:  Alicia Giudice <Alicia.Giudice@cityofsanrafael.org>
Cc:  Lindsay Lara <Lindsay.Lara@cityofsanrafael.org>

Good Evening Board Members, please see email below regarding tomorrow's mee�ng 

Alicia Giudice, AICP | City of San Rafael
Principal Planner
1400 5th Avenue, 3rd floor
San Rafael, CA  94901
415-485-3092
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As a result of the County Public Health Order to Shelter-in-Place, the City of San Rafael will be offering only
essen�al services and City offices will be closed to general walk-in customer service un�l further no�ce.  
I appreciate your pa�ence during this �me.   

For San Rafael City Services ques�ons, updates, and resources
visit h�ps://www.cityofsanrafael.org/coronavirus.

From: Emese Wood < > 
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 11:03 AM 
To: Alicia Giudice <Alicia.Giudice@cityofsanrafael.org> 
Subject: Fwd: Design Review Board Changes
 

From: Emese Wood < > 
Date: Mon, Nov 3, 2020 at 11:02AM 
Subject: Design Review Board Changes 

I would like to express my opposition to the proposal to shift decisions regarding hillside review
projects to a reduced DRAC from the former 5 member DRB, and the subsequent transfer of authority
from the City Council to the Planning Commission. Our hillsides and ridgelines in Marin and San Rafael
are truly one of our treasures, visually, ecologically, giving us a sense of place that is very special.  This
has been recognized and protected in the past and now is not the time to weaken a process that has
been working well. We need to have public notice, review and input into these important decisions
that once made cannot be undone.  We need more accountability, not less.  I SUPPORT retaining the
full Design Review Board and OPPOSE  it's reduction to a smaller DRAC when it comes to decisions
about hillside development.
Thank you,
Emese Wood,

https://www.cityofsanrafael.org/coronavirus
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Gloria Drive
San Rafael
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Correspondence for DRB meeting of November 4th

Alicia Giudice <Alicia.Giudice@cityofsanrafael.org>
Tue 11/3/2020 4:38 PM
To:  Alicia Giudice <Alicia.Giudice@cityofsanrafael.org>
Cc:  Lindsay Lara <Lindsay.Lara@cityofsanrafael.org>

Good Evening Board Members, please see email below regarding tomorrow's mee�ng

Alicia Giudice, AICP | City of San Rafael
Principal Planner
1400 5th Avenue, 3rd floor
San Rafael, CA  94901
415-485-3092
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As a result of the County Public Health Order to Shelter-in-Place, the City of San Rafael will be offering only
essen�al services and City offices will be closed to general walk-in customer service un�l further no�ce.  
I appreciate your pa�ence during this �me.   

For San Rafael City Services ques�ons, updates, and resources
visit h�ps://www.cityofsanrafael.org/coronavirus.

From: Lance Kuykendall <  
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 11:40 AM 
To: Alicia Giudice <Alicia.Giudice@cityofsanrafael.org> 
Subject: Re: Mee�ng Nov 4 file P20-704
 
Good morning, The FPOA is supportive of this planning initiative and would encourage any effort to
make planning more efficient process. Prompt. access to decision making is one of those. While major
policy decisions need and should be carefully considered, we are more concerned with the smaller
ones particularly those that are the result of unintended consequences and misunderstandings.
Several years ago the issue of a children's tree house took months to resolve ultimately affecting 
seven homes and recently an approved project was held  up for eight weeks over an unforeseen
consequence coupled with a new neighbor's misunderstanding. We realize that some are concerned
that any sort decisions by unknown committees are akin to decisions made in smoke filled rooms, but
if we can settle legal disputes through arbitration we ought to be able to find a way to resolve issues
such as these. Maybe a revolving resolutions group a small number of who were always available to
immediately address a problem.  

Although the proposal to explore the creation of a DRAC does not address the issues of our
immediate concern we would support it as a step in the right direction 
      

https://www.cityofsanrafael.org/coronavirus
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On 10/28/20 12:33 PM, Alicia Giudice wrote: 

Hi lance. Great question.  
The DRB meeting of November 4 is focused on the changes to the structure 
of the DRB to add an design review advisory committee (DRAC) option for 
certain smaller projects. This is something the city Council discussed 
at the prior meeting but now we are asking the design review board to 
help us design what the DRAC would look like and what types of projects 
the DRAC would review.   

I do have your comments but let me know if there is anything you would 
like to add regarding the DRAC.   

Also I do want to give you a heads up that since were given the OK from 
the city Council to draft Ordinance amendments related to Process 
improvement and affordable housing changes we, are now in the middle of 
drafting those changes. You can expect to see some additional notices on 
this same topic in the coming weeks.  

Thanks again! 

On Oct 28, 2020, at 11:51 AM, Lance Kuykendall 
< > wrote: 

 Hello, This is Lance Kuykendall from Fairhills Property Owners 
Assoc. We received notice of above and I’m writing to ask if 
this is the same recommendation of changing procedures to 
speed the planning process and decrease the affordable 
requirement for which we previously expressed our support or 
is this something new.  
Ph  
LK 
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